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Selection techniques of neutrino-induced cascades in the
Baikal-GVD neutrino telescope
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The neutrino telescope Baikal-GVD (Gigaton Volume Detector) has been designed to search
for high-energy neutrino cosmic sources. It is located in pure water of Lake Baikal at a depth
of 1366 m. Currently (year 2022) Baikal-GVD comprises 2880 optical modules divided to
10 independently operating clusters. Optical modules detect flashes of Cherenkov light from
secondary charged particles induced in interactions of neutrinos with matter. Some charged and
neutral current neutrino interactions lead to hadronic or electromagnetic cascade events. Apart
from the neutrino cascades, the cascade-like light topologies can be also induced along the muon
tracks. These event signatures, referred to as background cascades arise from the discrete stochastic
energy losses of the muon. The cascades produced along the atmospheric muon bundles constitute
the main background in neutrino cascade channel. In this paper, a developed, optimized, and tested
algorithm for suppression of the background cascades is presented.
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1. The Baikal-GVD Neutrino Experiment

The Baikal Gigaton Volume Detector is an underwater cubic kilometer scale neutrino telescope
deployed in the southern part of Lake Baikal. It is located 3.6 km offshore at a depth of 1366 m
[1]. The experiment aims to detect high-energy astrophysical neutrinos using a 3D array of 13-inch
optical modules (OMs) housing 10-inch Hamamatsu photo-multiplier tube (PMT). These detector
elements record the Cherenkov photons from secondary particles produced in neutrino interactions.
The OMs are arranged along vertical strings anchored on the lakebed and pulled up by a buoy. The
strings are in turn sub-arranged into functionally independent clusters (see Fig. 1). A single cluster
consists of 8 strings with 36 OMs each. Currently (year 2022) the Baikal-GVD is composed of 10
clusters. The cluster effective volume for neutrino cascade events with energy above 100 TeV is
≈ 0.05 km3 [2]. As of April 2022, a total Baikal-GVD effective volume is ≈ 0.5 km3, hence it is
currently the largest neutrino telescope in the Northern Hemisphere.

There are two main channels of neutrino detection. One consists of cascade events induced by
charged current (CC) electron neutrino (a4) and tau neutrino (ag) interactions, as well as neutral
current interactions (NC) of all neutrino flavors. The other one consists of track events, i.e. muons,
which result from CC muon neutrino (a`) interactions. The cascade events are of great interest
as most of the high-energy cosmic neutrino events identified by the IceCube experiment were
cascades [3]. However, the overwhelming background from downgoing muon bundles, produced
in air showers in the atmosphere above the detector dominates in both detection channels. The
so-called background cascades originate from discrete stochastic energy losses along muon tracks
(bremsstrahlung, photonuclear processes, direct electron-positron pair production). The illustration
of background cascades along one muon track is shown in Fig. 2 (left).

In this paper, developed selection techniques for distinction between neutrino-induced cascades
and background cascades are presented. The techniques were developed and optimized usingMonte
Carlo (MC) simulations for the early part of the 2019 season. The individual selection methods
result in the output variables, which were in turn used for training a machine learning algorithm -
Boosted Decision Trees (BDTs) [4]. The presented analysis is performed only with single-cluster
data.

Figure 1: Illustration of the Baikal-GVD configuration. An individual cluster with 8 strings is depicted on
the left side. The right side shows the detector in 2022 consisting of 10 clusters and 2 strings of the 11th
cluster. The detector deployment annual progression is shown in the legend.
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2. Monte Carlo - Data comparison and Suppression Techniques

The separation between cascades induced in neutrino interactions and background cascades
from atmospheric muons is an important task. Standard rejection strategy for the atmospheric
muon bundles is to select only upward-going events. However, the background cascade can be
misreconstructed as an upgoing event. For that reason, it is necessary to develop a technique, which
enables us to efficiently suppress the background cascades.

To perform data-MC comparison, experimental data from the early part of the season 2019
(between April 1 and June 30) and corresponding MC were used. Total effective livetime of
the experimental data sample is 353 days (for all 5 clusters together). A cascade reconstruction
softwarewhich utilizes parallel tool [5] has been applied for processing of bothMCand experimental
data. Fig. 2 (right) shows the comparison between the rate of reconstructed cascade events for
experimental data and MC datasets as a function of the reconstructed zenith angle. Cascade-
like events with horizontal distance of the reconstructed cascade position from the cluster centre
d < 100 m are displayed. No quality criteria are applied to the datasets. Note that most of the
reconstructed events from the experimental data are downgoing (\ > 90°), where the background
atmospheric muons (`atm) dominates. On the contrary, neutrino cascade events due to atmospheric
and astrophysical fluxes [6] (aatm, aastro, respectively) are several orders lower than the experimental
data. In Table 1, the event rates (per year per cluster) of the reconstructed cascades with d < 100 m
for the experimental data and MC `atm are given. The data/MC ratio is defined as a ratio between
number of the reconstructed events for data and MC `atm. The data-MC comparison shows that
majority of the reconstructed cascades from the experimental data comes from MC `atm. For that
reason, successful analysis for the selection of neutrino cascades is required. Table 2 displays the
expected aatm

` , aatm
4 , and aastro cascade event rates for the configuration of one fully active cluster.

In the next sections performance of several developed and optimized methods is presented. Their
effect has been studied for MC `atm, aatm and aastro datasets. In general, these techniques are based
on the compact topology of the neutrino cascade events or finding causally connected hits from the
muon track in the event.

Figure 2: Left: Illustration of the background cascades (yellow blobs) produced along one muon track (blue
track). Right: Distribution of the reconstructed zenith angle for cascade-like events. \ > 90° corresponds to
downgoing events and \ < 90° to upgoing. The experimental data from season 2019, Cluster1 are displayed
by black dots. Green histogram shows the MC simulation of `atm. aatm

4 and aatm
` are shown in red and yellow,

respectively. Astrophysical aastro
4 and aastro

` neutrinos are combined in one histogram displayed in blue.
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Table 1: Cascade event rates for experimental data and MC background cascades from `atm

d < 100 m [yr−1 cluster−1 ] Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3 Cluster4 Cluster5

Experimental Data 23 680 23 535 31 239 34 783 32 544
MC `atm Expectation 23 539 21 740 27 491 26 328 23 784

Data/MC ratio 1.01 1.08 1.14 1.32 1.37

Table 2: Expected event rates for MC neutrino cascades
Neutrino Cascades d < 100 m [yr−1 cluster−1]

aatm
` 6.34
aatm
4 0.64

aastro
4 + aastro

` 0.8

nTrackHits Filter

The nTrackHits method discriminates between background and signal cascades exploiting the
presence of muon track in the atmospheric muon bundle and its absence in neutrino cascade events.
This method is designed to find as many track hits as possible. Hits are tagged as track hits based
on the following hit time condition:

C1 < C8 − ) track
8 < C2, (1)

where C8 is the detected hit time on the OM, C1 = −100 ns, C2 = 25 ns, and )8 is the expected time of
the detected hit on the OM from the muon track, calculated according to the equation:

) track
8 = CrecoCascade + (sLong − lLong) · 1

c
+

√
sPerp2 + lLong2 · 1

cw
, (2)

where CrecoCascade is the reconstructed cascade time, 2F is the speed of light in water, and 2 is the
speed of light in vacuum. Other components used in Eq. 2 are depicted in Fig. 3 (left). Fig. 3
(right) shows the detected hit time dependence C8 as a function of the OM z coordinate for the MC
`atm event. The displayed hits come from the muon track, random noise, and background cascades.
Yellow line indicates the expected time for track hits determined by the Eq. 2. The green lines
delimit the expected time window for hits originating from the cascade. Especially, the hits that
have a time residual CA4B: −20 < CA4B/=B < −20 with respect to the reconstructed cascade. Note
that, both cascade and track hits follow the theoretically expected times. In order to increase the
efficiency of the nTrackHits method, number of track hits (denoted as nTrackHits) is determined in
each track direction by scanning over zenith and azimuth angle in a pre-defined cone with an apex
angle ≈ 40° around the reconstructed cascade direction (see Fig. 4 (left)). Reconstructed position
and time of the cascade fix the track in a single point.

The distribution of nTrackHits for the MC `atm background cascades (red), neutrino-induced
cascades (together aatm

4,` and aastro
4,` in blue), and experimental data (black points) is shown in Fig.

4 (right). As expected, the largest number of nTrackHits is obtained for the background cascades
produced along the muon track. In case of neutrino cascades, non-zero values of nTrackHits are
due to falsely identified noise or cascade hits. Majority of the experimental data are in a good
agreement with the MC `atm cascades.
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Figure 3: Left: Scheme of the geometry used for the calculation of predicted time of the detected photon
originating from the track ) track

8
, defined in Eq. 2. Right: The dependence of the detected hit time on the

OM’s z coordinate along one string for MC simulated `atm event. CrecoCascade is shown by red dot, track hits
by blue, cascade hits are shown in black and noise hits by pink. Yellow line displays the expected time ) track

8

for track hits. Green band corresponds to the expected time interval, when the cascade photons should arrive
at the OMs.

Figure 4: Left: Illustration of the searching for the muon track direction in which the highest nTrackHits
value is obtained. Right: Distribution of found nTrackHits for signal cascades (aatm

4,` and aatro
4,`) and background

cascades (`atm) shown in blue and red, respectively. Experimental data are shown by black points.

QEarly and BranchRatio Filter

The next discrimination method, called QEarly was inspired by the ANTARES collaboration
[7], however, some variations were introduced. QEarly is supposed to compare the total charge of
track hits &CA02:�8CB (identified by the nTrackHits method) to the summed charge of hits, which
fulfill the cascade hit selection criteria - &20B2034�8CB (green band in Fig. 3 (right)). It is defined

by the following equation: &�0A;H = log10

(
(QtrackHits+a)
QcascadeHits

)
, where 0 = 1 is an additional constant,

which prevents the logarithm from becoming infinite in case of nTrackHits equals zero. Fig. 5 (left)
shows the performance of the QEarly separation variable. Background cascades with the muon
track have greater values of QEarly compared to the signal cascades.

The main purpose of separation variable, called BranchRatio filter, is to suppress downgoing
cascades from `atm events. It compares a number of hit OMs that are located above the reconstructed
z coordinate of the cascade nOMsupper and the number of the OMs below it nOMslower, defined
as: �A0=2ℎ'0C8> =

nOMsupper
nOMslower

. As can be seen in Fig. 5 (right) the BranchRatio reaches lower
values for background cascades, since they come from the downgoing muons and the OMs that are
located below the cascade are more likely to be hit. Neutrino cascades obtain higher values of the
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Figure 5: Left: The distributon of QEarly variable for the neutrino cascades (aatm and aatro) and background
cascades (`atm) shown in blue and red, respectively. Experimental data are displayed by black points. Right:
The performance of a BranchRatio discriminating variable.

BranchRatio, because in this detection channel upgoing events are also present.

3. Boosted Decision Trees and Results

In order to take themost of the discrimination potential of the established variables and to reduce
a dimensionality of separation parameters, amultivariate event classifierBoostedDecisionTreeswas
applied (fromROOTTMVApackage [4]). TheBDTswere trained using the 5 variables: nTrackHits,
QEarly, BranchRatio, j2 - value of the Chi-Square after final cascade position reconstruction, \ -
reconstructed zenith angle. In order to find a potential neutrino cascade candidate, only events with
reconstructed cascade position inside the instrumented cluster volume (d < 60m) and reconstructed
as upgoing (\ < 90°) were used in this multivariate analysis. As an input for the BDTs, upgoing
neutrino cascades from MC aatm

4,` and aastro
4,` were used as a signal sample and misreconstructed

upgoing background cascades from MC `atm as a background sample. Approximately 80 % of
the MC datasets were used for the BDT training and the remaining events were used for testing.
The distribution of the BDT output value is shown in Fig. 6 (left). Blue dots correspond to the
training events of signal cascades and red dots to the background. Solid histograms with filled areas
correspond to the testing events. After training and testing, TMVA evaluates the relative importance
of the individual discriminating variables. The most important input to the BDTs is QEarly. The
variable nTrackHits also exhibits high separation power.

Subsequently, a cut on the BDT response value was optimized. The performance of the BDT
classifier can be evaluated according to Significance (/

√
( + � for a certain number of signal and

background events. ( and � represent the numbers of signal and background events after applying
a specified cut on the BDT value. The maximal value of the Significance is considered to evaluate
the BDT cut value most precisely. However, one should keep in mind the signal efficiency and
background rejection factor, which corresponds to the optimal BDT cut value. For that purpose,
the event rates of neutrino induced cascades are scaled down according to realistic neutrino fluxes
(atmospheric and astrophysical) in order to estimate the cut on the BDT value. Fig. 6 (right) shows
distribution of the BDT output value for signal cascades, background and experimental data for
Cluster1, season 2019. The event rate is calculated per one year. All together, according to maximal
significance we applied a cut of 0.48 on the BDT value. After applying this cut, signal efficiency of
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≈ 49% is reached and the background is reduced to less than or of the order of 1 event per cluster
per year. However, we can observe that the statistics in case of the MC background events is lower
and thus the fluctuations can cause an instability in the Boosted Decision Trees.

Figure 6: Left: The BDT response value distribution for MC signal (blue) and background (red) cascades.
Right: The distribution of the BDT output value for MC signal (blue) and background (red) cascades and
experimental data from Cluster1. Green line indicates cut applied on the BDT value.

To find some interesting high energy events in the experimental data we applied a cut on the
reconstructed energy (�A42> > 50 TeV) in addition to the cut on the BDT value. As Table 3 shows,
only one event satisfied these conditions. This event was reconstructed in the Cluster1 as upgoing
(\ = 70.9 deg) with an energy �A42> = 83.3 TeV. Its BDT response value was found to be of 0.6.

Figure 7: Left: Side view of the neutrino cascade candidate (see Table 3). Right: Dependence of the
detected hit times (horizontal axis) on the OM z coordinate (vertical axis) for string 7 in the Cluster1 for the
neutrino cascade candidate.

Table 3: Reconstructed parameters of the most energetic event found in data 2019 for Cluster1: Cluster,
Energy, Zenith angle, Azimuth angle, Horizontal distance, Likelihood, Total charge, Total number of hits,
Number of hits used in the reconstruction, and Number of track hits.

Cl �rec [TeV] \ [°] q [°] d [m] L Q [p.e.] nHits nRecoHits nTrackHits

1 83.3 70.9 4.96 47.65 1.01 1665.01 106 44 1
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4. Conclusion

We have developed and optimized several selection methods for the neutrino cascades. They
were optimized with Monte Carlo simulations for season 2019. Subsequently, experimental data
from season 2019 were processed and analyzed. The Boosted Decision Trees that provide their
result in one discriminating output value have been used. The BDTs were trained and tested
with the contained upgoing signal and background cascades. In search for the neutrino cascade
candidate with higher energy in experimental data we applied cuts on the BDT output value and the
reconstructed energy. One contained upgoing event was reconstructed with 83.3 TeV energy.
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